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Universal Credit is a fundamental reform of the UK’s social security system. It is also seen as embodying a traditional view of the family. Drawing on principles for gender analysis of ‘welfare reform’, this article critically examines how couples claiming Universal Credit are conceptualised by the UK government, in relation to equality impact assessments of the proposals; guidance for, and data and studies about, claimants; policy debates; and research by or for government. It demonstrates a failure to interrogate the concept of the unitary household or the two-way influence of gender roles, relationships and inequalities within couples and ‘welfare reform’.
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Introduction

Universal Credit entered public debate in the UK in a Green Paper in 2010 (DWP, 2010a). This far-reaching plan for a new benefit for those under pension age drew on proposals from the Centre for Social Justice (2009), set up by Iain Duncan Smith MP (who as Secretary of State for Work and Pensions subsequently steered through the reform). Most found it hard to disagree with Universal Credit’s high level aims (Millar and Bennett, 2017), including simplification, making all work pay, ‘combat[ing] worklessness and poverty’, and saving money through reducing fraud and error and administration costs (House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee, 2020: 7). The proposals also drew on beliefs about the need to transform the lives of those on low incomes from a culture of worklessness and dependency, allegedly encouraged by the benefits system (Millar and Bennett, 2017).

The perspective of this article is based on the tradition of feminist analysis of social policy, family policy and the welfare state (for example, Daly, 2020). It starts from a critique of the concept of the family as a unitary whole developed by Becker (1981) and others, arguing instead for recognition of both common and individual interests of partners within the household (Sen, 1997). This is particularly important
for women, whose interests are often subsumed within the family (Nussbaum, 2000: 227). Thus, a unitary view of the household can also be ‘gender blind’. The article draws on gender analysis of ‘welfare reform’ (conducted in the UK by the Women’s Budget Group (WBG), among others), based in this tradition, to explore how couples are conceptualised and dealt with in Universal Credit.

Universal Credit has been investigated from a gender perspective elsewhere (Garnham, 2018; Griffiths, 2018). Here, the objective is to dissect the UK government’s own perspective, in particular in relation to couples. The objects of analysis therefore include official communications (including equality impact assessments (EIAs), guidance for claimants, and official data and studies); examples of government thinking about specific (gendered) policy concerns; and research carried out by or for government. Documents were selected as being relevant to the treatment of couples on Universal Credit, with a range of types of evidence for triangulation purposes. Through this forensic examination of the UK government’s approach to Universal Credit, we see a failure to interrogate critically the concept of the ‘unitary household’ (Bennett, 2013). There is also a demonstrable ‘gender blindness’, in a lack of sensitivity to gender roles, relations and inequalities within couples, leading to fundamental flaws in the design of ‘welfare reform’ that in turn risk exacerbating such inequalities.

Background

Universal Credit is not universal. Instead, it replaces six means-tested benefits and tax credits (Income Support, income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance, income-related Employment and Support Allowance, Housing Benefit, Working Tax Credit and Child Tax Credit). It is administered by one institution – the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) – and can be claimed by eligible individuals and couples in or out of employment (Brewer et al, 2019: 9–10). While previous means-tested provision distinguished between being in and out of paid work, Universal Credit was intended to simplify transitions between these. Indeed, it implied a need to fit into the increased flexibility of the UK’s labour market (Judge and Cominetti, 2019). Key features include common rules for components (standard allowance, child element, payment towards housing costs, and so on), and one taper rate for withdrawing benefit with earnings.

Universal Credit is not a credit, either; it is paid monthly in arrears – to imitate wages, according to the government (WBG, 2011a). More stringent conditionality with increased sanctions was introduced and extended to more groups, including for the first time both partners in couples with children (OBR, 2018) and people in work but not earning ‘enough’.

Following the Welfare Reform Act 2012, Universal Credit was rolled out gradually, being ‘reset’ in 2013 following implementation problems (NAO, 2018), and using first ‘live service’ and then ‘full service’ IT. Rollout was delayed further and Universal Credit will now not be fully in operation until September 2024 – perhaps later (OBR, 2020). Most claimants have moved to it through ‘natural migration’, triggered by new claims or changing circumstances. A ‘managed migration’ pilot, with claimants being moved from ‘legacy’ benefits and tax credits to Universal Credit, began in mid-2019. Before the pandemic, the future caseload was forecast to be some 6,550,000 households (DWP, 2018a) containing 8.5 million claimants (NAO, 2018).

From the 2010 Green Paper, Universal Credit has been analysed from a gender perspective (for example, Veitch with Bennett, 2010; WBG, 2011b). Several concerns
were highlighted. First, as Universal Credit is means tested, income, assets and needs are assessed jointly for couples living together, whether female/male or same sex (Low Incomes Tax Reform Group, 2015). Women are more often out of the labour market caring for others, so this is more likely to leave them without access to independent income in cohabiting or marital relationships (Griffiths, 2017). The Universal Credit process of joint claims for couples, with joint responsibility for reporting changes and repaying overpayments, is both more thoroughgoing than for previous benefits (being comprehensive) and, arguably, more demanding (with its online operation). Joint claims – replacing claims by one partner, with a ‘dependant’ – are relatively new, though they applied to tax credits, and were rolled out for couples on income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance from 2001.

Both partners must sign a ‘claimant commitment’ about what they undertake to do. If one refuses, the claim cannot proceed. Couples with children nominate one partner as the ‘lead carer’, with no automatic recognition for the other of any parental responsibilities in their ‘claimant commitment’. Universal Credit is also usually paid in one lump sum monthly into one bank account – although a ‘split payment’ can be granted, exceptionally and ideally temporarily, in demonstrable cases of domestic abuse or financial mismanagement (Howard, 2019a). The couple chooses the bank account, with a DWP decision in cases of failure to agree. There is now a ‘nudge’ in the online claim form, to suggest to couples that the main carer should be the payee (Rudd, 2019).

As well as questions about this ‘glued-together’ couple unit (Sen, 1997: 371) in relation to Universal Credit, its design was criticised because of worse incentives for many ‘second earners’ in couples compared with tax credits (for example, Bennett, 2011), which is likely to make it harder to achieve financial autonomy. More ‘second earners’ are female. Concerns were also raised more generally that Universal Credit amounts to ‘discrimination by design’ against women (Garnham, 2018; Griffiths, 2018).3

Suggestions about how meaningful gender analysis of ‘welfare reform’ policies should be undertaken included analysing not only the amount of resources transferred between women and men, but also the make-up and labelling of these resources, and their impact on gender roles and relationships, the financial autonomy of women and men, and gender inequalities within and outside the household, both at the time of change and in the longer term (Veitch with Bennett, 2010) (adapted from Daly and Rake, 2003). These ideas were even cited by the government in its first equality impact analysis of Universal Credit (DWP, 2010b) but, to our knowledge, have not subsequently been adopted.

The remainder of this article examines official documents, data, debates and research about Universal Credit to see how far they match up to these principles, or conversely to what extent they may betray a continuing ‘unitary’ perspective on couple households and be ‘gender blind’, in failing to fully recognise inequalities between (gendered) individuals in couples.

**Equality impact assessment**

Under the Equalities Act 2010, the UK government was obliged to consider the impact of the Universal Credit proposals on women. This ‘fourth generation’ equality legislation (Fredman, 2012) means that when considering policies or practices, public bodies should have ‘due regard’ to the need to eliminate unlawful discrimination,
advance equality of opportunity, and foster good relations between those with a ‘protected’ characteristic and others. The main EIA was carried out in 2011 (DWP, 2011). Joint assessment and responsibility in couples for the Universal Credit claim are presumably seen as irrelevant or unproblematic, as they go unmentioned (Bennett and Sung, 2013).

In the 2011 EIA, the comparison of gains from employment under the previous system and Universal Credit is based on the first earner in a household entering work of ten hours per week. Under ‘risks of negative impact’, it is stated: ‘as the focus of Universal Credit is to help reduce workless households there is a risk of decreased work incentives for second earners in couples (primarily women)’. However, this is seen as acceptable because the priority is to have one adult in work, to counteract intergenerational effects of worklessness on children (DWP, 2011, para. 68). The possibility that second earners would reduce or rebalance working hours, or leave work, because of reduced incentives was seen as ‘improving family life’, with ‘the improved ability of the main earner to support his/her family’ increasing the ‘options available for families to strike their preferred work/life balance’. Thus access to independent income is ignored as an issue; and work/life balance and worklessness are seen as household rather than individual issues. One commentator noted that the government effectively argues in the EIA that its policies were ‘gender neutral’ because existing policy already disadvantages women (Runge, 2018, cited in Howard, 2019b).

Also discussed in the EIA are the payment arrangements for Universal Credit. The government notes that both partners must meet the conditions to claim, but likens payment of Universal Credit into one account to choosing an account for wages, and sees decisions over allocation of money as best left to the household. As well as ignoring the fact that many couples have two wages, not one, and any issues of differential power within the household, this confuses receipt of income with decisions about spending (Bennett, 2013). The government said it was considering potential impacts of Universal Credit, alongside evidence on how families share income and how money for children is spent, and would report in the Welfare Reform Bill EIA. This was not done, however (Howard, 2019b); and no further EIAs have been carried out, despite many changes to Universal Credit. The government reportedly says this is normal (Reddaway, 2020).

**Official guidance, and data and studies about claimants**

Universal Credit is signposted on government websites, with guidance for individual and joint claimants and families. Assistance is also available from organisations including Citizens Advice and Citizens Advice Scotland (which from April 2019 are funded to help new claimants with digital claims and personal budgeting through ‘Help to Claim’).

Couples claiming jointly could, however, be confused by how this guidance addresses them. This is arguably not helped by English grammar, with ‘you’ as either singular or plural; it can be unclear which is intended. For example, ‘Universal Credit and you’ says: ‘if you are earning as much as can be expected depending on your current circumstances, you will receive financial support without any other conditions to increase your earnings’. But, if you claim with a partner, this rule does not depend solely on you. If your partner earns enough to take you as a couple over the joint conditionality earnings threshold – the total at which it is considered you are ‘working
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enough’ – this may change your own conditionality status too (SSAC, 2018). (See later in the article, in the section on in-work progression and in-work conditionality.)

Another example comes in ‘further guidance for families’, discussing alternative arrangements to the single Universal Credit payment ‘if your partner will not allow you access to the payment’. This is about a possible ‘split payment’. It is unclear what happens, however, if the person reading this is the perpetrator of financial coercion, rather than ‘you’ as the partner affected, which seems to be assumed. An announcement (House of Commons, 2019a) that Universal Credit payment statements would make clearer whether someone was being paid as a single person or as part of a couple suggests that the government has recently, to some extent, recognised the potential confusion in some official communications.

This confusion continues in other areas of guidance. The online Universal Credit ‘personal planner’ asks questions to ensure that someone is well prepared before claiming. It asks whether you are married and living together, or living with a partner, and whether you manage your money together or separately. It gives no other choices, though increasingly couples deal with their money partly jointly and partly separately (Bennett, 2013; Work and Pensions Committee, 2018). If you indicate that you manage your money separately, the next section warns: ‘before claiming Universal Credit you may need to change how you manage your money’. This is despite ministerial declarations that ‘we believe that most couples can and want to manage their finances jointly, without state intervention’ [our emphasis] (Opperman, 2019). The guidance refers readers to the Money Advice Service advice for couples.

Universal Credit statistics also lack clarity on couples’ claims. The National Audit Office (2018) distinguishes between claimants (expected to be around 8.5 million) and ‘households’ or benefit units (nuclear families) (some 6.6 million). But the DWP’s monthly figures do not reveal clearly how many Universal Credit ‘claimants’ are joint claimants, or how many of those subject to conditionality are partners in couples. Both claimants in a joint claim appear in the caseload figures and which individuals are linked is unclear; and each individual’s conditionality regime is specific to them, with these unlinked as well. Household data are published by the DWP, but quarterly, not monthly. Here, joint claimants are combined in one household entry; but there is no information on conditionality. So information on the conditionality of both partners in the same couple is unavailable using current data, without a Freedom of Information inquiry.

One recent government publication focused on families with children as part of ‘test and learn’ evaluation of Universal Credit (Johnson et al, 2017), using longitudinal quantitative and qualitative methods. Some questions were asked about joint responsibilities in couples, including the sharing of ‘lead carer’ and ‘jobseeker’ roles, and about payment of Universal Credit and household budgeting. Findings bore out the difficulty of dividing ‘lead carer’ and ‘jobseeker’ roles rigidly within couples; to date, however, no changes have been made. Commonalities are also recognised (p 77) between lead carers in couples and single carers. But there is no explicit reference to gender; it is unclear which interviews were joint or individual; and the report is described as analysing the views and experiences of ‘families’.

The government also commissioned a survey of the Universal Credit ‘full service’ (fully digitalised), carried out in two waves by telephone (IFF Research, 2018). The report refers to the ‘claimant’, even when describing someone in a joint claim. The latest annual survey of claimants on a range of benefits (DWP, 2019) who had had
recent contact with the DWP found that Universal Credit had the lowest satisfaction rate. The methodological note\textsuperscript{13} states (p 6) that a claimant ‘was defined as somebody currently claiming (or having recently claimed)’ one of certain benefits, drawn from administrative datasets derived from operational management information. The fact that claims for Universal Credit by couples are joint, meaning that either partner can be ‘the claimant’, is not discussed; neither is the fact that different answers might have been given by each partner.

Because of concerns about the single Universal Credit payment, the \textit{Work and Pensions Committee (2018)} among others called for separate payments to individuals in couples (see later in the article). This led to demands for information about whose bank account the single payment of Universal Credit was paid into. While recent official figures for GB demonstrate that it is more common to suggest benefit be paid into a bank account with a woman’s name, this does not differentiate between joint and individual bank accounts, and is of limited value in other ways too.\textsuperscript{12} It seems that requests for such information were not anticipated.

\section*{Policy and research}

This section examines debates about policy issues key to the gender analysis of Universal Credit, in particular related to the treatment of couple claimants, and research published about these. They include ‘welfare to work’; in-work progression and in-work conditionality; and payment arrangements for Universal Credit. Again, the focus is on the UK government’s perspective, rather than analysis of design and delivery.

\textit{‘Welfare to work’ and partners}

The Labour government in the early 2000s undertook research about ‘partners’ of benefit claimants, especially around mandatory work-focused interviews (\textit{Thomas and Griffiths, 2005; 2006}), the impact of joint claims for income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance for childless couples (\textit{Coleman and Seeds, 2007}), and policies to help lone parents and partners in couples with children into work (\textit{Collard and Atkinson, 2009; Griffiths, 2011}).

Labour was committed to improving the position of women in the social security system from 1997 (\textit{DSS, 1998}). But the commissioning of this research and evaluation appeared to be more about the relevance of what goes on within the couple household to Labour’s aims of increasing income and tackling child poverty. With a previous policy focus on lone parents, it was also felt that couple families might have been somewhat neglected. A report by \textit{Harker (2006)} also recommended taking parents’ specific needs more fully into account in welfare to work strategies.

Once the coalition government took office in 2010, however, official interest in what goes on within couples on means-tested benefits seems to have waned (though see \textit{Collard and Davies (2014)}, undertaken for the Child Poverty Unit). This may more recently have been in part due to the slow growth in numbers of couples on Universal Credit, because take-on was initially limited to single people without housing costs or other complex circumstances. The major welfare conditionality research project funded by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC)\textsuperscript{14} was therefore unable to include couples in the initial sample for its longitudinal qualitative study, although
another ESRC-funded research project is now examining how couples on Universal Credit deal with paid work, care and household finances (Griffiths et al, 2020).

Even leaving aside their significance for gender equality, gender roles and relationships – and, in couples, intra-household communication and negotiation – are clearly relevant to achieving the key goals of Universal Credit, in particular in relation to increasing numbers in employment and improving in-work progression, in order to reduce ‘[welfare] dependency’ (Duncan Smith, in DWP, 2010a: 1). To what extent are these issues recognised within government documents, therefore?

The summary of the full business case for Universal Credit is key to its implementation and direction of travel (DWP, 2018a). The estimate of additional people moving into employment due to Universal Credit has fallen over time, to some 200,000 in the business case summary – about 110,000 as a result of improved incentives (of whom 70,000 are expected to work under 16 hours per week); about 30,000 because of additional conditionality; and about 60,000 due to the increased simplicity and smooth operation of Universal Credit. (This excludes self-employment.)

It is worth noting the ‘gender blind’ assumptions made in this document, however. First, ‘issues relating to intra-household allocations of income are ignored’ (DWP, 2018a, Annex B, p 17). Second, the employment projections are described as based on the supply side, with the assumption that everyone can find a job of their preferred number of hours. In addition, ‘for simplicity of approach it is assumed that, for couple benefit units, the number of hours worked/participation decision by the other member of the benefit unit remains constant’ (DWP, 2018a, Annex B, p 17). This is despite the ‘jointness’ of many elements of Universal Credit for couples, described earlier, and the earnings threshold for escaping work related requirements being not only individual but also a joint goal for partners in couples (see later in the article).

The National Audit Office (NAO) (2018) was critical of the business case estimates of additional employment. It did not highlight gender issues. But it noted that claims of additional employment in early evaluation of Universal Credit referred only to (single) claimants with relatively simple circumstances, and more resources spent on them (p 55) (see also DWP, 2018b, setting out how the impact of Universal Credit on the labour market is estimated).

The autumn 2018 Budget saw a suite of policy proposals. From April 2019 the work allowance (monthly earnings ignored before they start to count against benefit) was increased by £1,000 per year for eligible groups, including those with children. But the Institute for Fiscal Studies (Adam et al, 2018) had shown that increasing the work allowance further privileges one-earner relative to two-earner couples, as couples have only one between them. The then Secretary of State, Amber Rudd MP, committed to women’s economic independence, should have been particularly sensitive to this issue. Gender issues were clearly still not an obvious priority for the government. In addition, however, pragmatically, while policymakers may prioritise having one adult in a household in work, they should also be aware of the greater responsiveness of ‘second earners’ to incentives; this is especially relevant here, given the business case reliance on this group.

The Institute for Fiscal Studies (2016: 256) had noted that many people brought into conditionality would face weaker financial work incentives under Universal Credit. Finch and Gardiner (2018) also argued that the Budget changes ‘continued to overlook incentives to enter work at low earnings for (potential) second earners in the 1.9 million couples with children eligible […]’, only 600,000 of which are currently
dual-earning’ (p 4); and that the ‘relatively un-tested extension of conditionality to those in work is unlikely to be enough to address these concerns’ (p 4). Gardiner (2018) called for the design to be made ‘more female-friendly’.

The National Centre for Social Research investigated for the government how Universal Credit influences employment behaviour (Rahim et al, 2018). A key aim of Universal Credit was seen here as persuading claimants to extend their job search to include seeking short-term and/or short hours jobs. In-depth interviews were carried out with 21 single claimants, 9 childless couples and 17 ‘families’; workshops were held involving 27 single and 34 ‘family’ claimants; there were consultations with work coaches; and some experiments were carried out testing messages. The sample comprised people who would have been on Jobseeker’s Allowance. ‘Family’ claimants appear to include a mix of lone parents and couples with children. This study did find more collaborative job search among some joint claimants, but also a couple who felt that all the pressure to do this was on one partner (p 56). ‘Families’ faced barriers to looking for part-time, short-term and flexible work, because continuity of income and availability of child care were key priorities.

This study tends to see gender as a personal characteristic, meaning the sex to which someone belongs. However, it does highlight some structural gender issues analysed earlier. For example, the authors note that ‘for some women partners in two parent households, having access to an independent source of income was a motivation to work’ (p 34). On the other hand:

‘[i]n families where one parent was caring for young children and not subject to full job search conditionality, there were indications that personal factors such as conforming to traditional gender roles and aversion to formal child care could create barriers to labour market engagement in the future.’ (p 14)

These are described as ‘personal’ factors, however; and the frequent lack of differentiation between ‘family’ claimants – making it hard to know whether these are lone parents, or males or females in couples – leads to a failure to realise fully the potential of this more gender aware analysis.

**In-work progression and in-work conditionality**

The authors of a study of a randomised controlled trial of in-work progression by Langdon et al (2018) for the DWP state: ‘When Universal Credit (UC) is fully rolled out […] around three million [households] will be in work and about a million of these will move into in-work conditionality’ (p 18). Yet only individuals can be in the labour market, not households. Describing Universal Credit claims as being from those ‘in work’ is also problematic. Given that couples make joint claims, many such claims may include one partner in the labour market and one who is not. The label ‘in-work’ to describe these claims implies a priority on the partner already in employment. Yet a study of poverty among one-earner (largely male breadwinner) couples with children (Cribb et al, 2017) suggests that it may be as, if not more, important to pay attention to the situation of the partner out of employment (see also Bennett, 2014). It would therefore be more accurate to say that when Universal Credit is fully rolled out, the households relying on it will include around 3 million with at least one person in work (DWP, 2018b: 10). (This estimate was made prior to COVID.)
In-work progression is seen as a key goal for Universal Credit. This is described as ‘people becoming more self-reliant’ – hence less likely to need to claim benefits. Piloting of different approaches and proof of concept tests were started relatively early (DWP, 2018d), and the 2017 Autumn Budget allocated £8 million over four years for research into ways to support in-work progression (DWP, 2018b: 10). The document explaining how the impact of Universal Credit on the labour market is being assessed explains that increased average earnings for those in work is one of the desired outcomes in the performance framework (DWP, 2018b).

To encourage in-work progression, Universal Credit introduces in-work conditionality – which, for couples, may involve both partners, unless they have very young children or other substantial caring responsibilities. Claimants who have not attained what is seen as an appropriate earnings level should demonstrate that they are attempting to do so. (This does not apply to self-employed claimants, who instead are assumed to be earning a certain level of profits, known as the ‘minimum income floor’, whether they are or not.) However, currently, with the exception of those with very low earnings (below the ‘administrative earnings threshold’), in-work conditionality is not yet in operation. There is little international evidence of ‘what works’ (Brewer and Finch, 2018). Until there have been more trials, the DWP is reluctant to fully implement in-work conditionality.

In the meantime, however, it is not clear how the government is thinking about in-work progression for couples. As noted, the earnings thresholds at which conditionality status can change are joint as well as individual. Thus, there could be a choice between (for example) encouraging a ‘second earner’ in a couple into work (or to work more hours) and encouraging a ‘primary earner’ to earn more. Such efforts could have very different, gendered, effects, with additional implications for gender inequalities in the longer term. These effects were suggested as a focus of the framework for gender analysis of ‘welfare reform’ described earlier (Veitch with Bennett, 2010). There seems to have been little or no discussion of these policy choices or their effects, or the dilemmas they may pose, in relevant government documents.

Ministers often refer to the ‘16-hour rule’ as a significant problem that is solved by Universal Credit. Sometimes they imply that the rule applied to all out-of-work legacy benefits, instead of only Jobseeker’s Allowance. The guidance on Universal Credit for couples, moreover, states (p 7): ‘Unlike Jobseeker’s Allowance, your payment won’t stop when you work more than 16 hours a week’16 – without mentioning that for lone parents, this could trigger eligibility for the (more generous) working tax credit, with eligibility for couples with children if they worked at least 24 hours per week between them (for example, House of Commons, 2019c). Even the section of the online guidance on Universal Credit called ‘Opening up work’ says the new system is ‘removing barriers, allowing you to work more than 16 hours a week and still claim Universal Credit’,17 again with no reference to tax credits.

The focus on the 16-hour rule suggests that the government thinks that single people and childless couples without disabilities will now be able to increase their working hours. Yet there seems to be a disconnect, in that, as noted, the business case summary (DWP, 2018a) makes clear that additional hours of work are expected to come overwhelmingly from mothers, who were not usually affected in the same way by the 16-hour rule. Those in work are expected to work about 113 million more hours per year (lone mothers 78 million hours, mothers in couples 29 million, and single childless women six million) (NAO, 2018, note 22). Moreover, the additional hours
that it is anticipated Universal Credit claimants will work are net of any reductions. These may come in part from lone parents, who have tended to work at least 16 hours per week precisely because of the advantages of working tax credit over out-of-work benefits (Finch and Gardiner, 2018), and may now instead work fewer hours.

In the study for the DWP of how Universal Credit influences employment behaviour (Rahim et al, 2018) ‘families’ were often opposed to in-work conditionality, many preferring more time with their children rather than in employment. Again, it is not always clear what gender these ‘family’ claimants were. But for them, being ‘better off’ meant not just more money, but also quality of life; and predictability and stability of income were crucial. Conditionality could override personal preferences; but some people avoided in-work conditionality by withdrawing from Universal Credit altogether, despite continuing eligibility (p 65). There are likely to be gendered intra-household processes at work here, not yet examined in detail by this government.

Some effort has gone into exploring both the support and the conditionality envisaged in relation to in-work progression. A report from the Social Security Advisory Committee (SSAC, 2018) investigated how these might operate and what was needed for success. It highlighted the complex rules for couples (p 9). Conditionality is based on each partner’s circumstances, but also on the couple’s combined earnings. Between certain earnings thresholds, both partners will be in the ‘light touch’ (in-work) conditionality group, with two work search interviews only. ‘This could complicate things for couples […] because a change in one partner’s earnings can have a bearing on the conditionality group of the other’ (p 22). Partners in lower-income couples could both be in the ‘light touch’ regime, even if one has no earnings. So they could be in the same conditionality group, despite their relationship to the labour market perhaps differing greatly (p 23). In addition, as noted, neither partner will have to fulfil conditionality if one earns enough for them to reach the joint conditionality earnings threshold. This threshold will change over time for those with children as they grow, as it depends in part on the hours the lead carer is expected to work (or look for work). If household earnings are below that threshold, individual earnings are considered, and one partner may still have to fulfil conditionality.

With admirable under-statement, the report notes: ‘Communicating this to claimants is likely to be difficult’ (SSAC, 2018, p 23; p 24 has an example). Indeed, it asks whether in-work support should be directed at households rather than, as currently, at individuals (p 32); to our knowledge, this has not to date received a government response. Another suggestion is to quickly develop in-depth understanding of tax credits claimants (for couples, meaning at least one partner in work); this is being done (DWP, 2018d).

The DWP evaluated randomised controlled trials of in-work progression experiments, in which over 30,000 claimants had different frequencies of contact with work coaches (DWP, 2018c). Those with frequent or moderately frequent support had modestly higher earnings after a year than those with minimal support. An external evaluation, using qualitative and quantitative methods, with a smaller sample over two waves (Langdon et al, 2018) found no statistically significant difference between the groups in earnings or attitudes to work. Although the authors emphasise that tackling personal and practical barriers was important, it is unclear how joint claimants were treated in relation to the earnings thresholds for selecting the sample, or how the researchers dealt with claimants in couples, if any.
Payment of Universal Credit

Women’s and domestic violence groups in the UK are concerned about the potential for the Universal Credit single payment to exacerbate the risk of coercive control, and to make it harder for survivors to escape (Howard, 2019a). In addition to the exceptional arrangements for split payments in these situations, the guidance for all new couple claimants has been amended, as noted, to ‘nudge’ couples with children to choose payment to the lead carer. While this change was hinted at in the then Secretary of State’s speech (Rudd, 2019) under a heading of ‘women’s economic empowerment’, thus linking it to financial autonomy, the content suggested an association of the payment issue with domestic abuse.

If a couple only has a joint account, however, this ‘nudge’ may not make much difference in practice; and it only affects those with children. Moreover, despite the former Secretary of State’s commitment to economic independence for women (Rudd, 2019), she maintained her opposition to more general arrangements for separate payments to partners in couples. She had argued previously that a single benefit payment is an established feature of the welfare system; that with this arrangement ‘everybody’ can see how much is coming into the household, anticipate their spending and have more control over money; and that the principle is to protect the taxpayer, so those funding it know it is fair (Rudd, 2018). She also said she had found people appreciated having one payment for the family.

This continued the previous official line. The Secretary of State who introduced Universal Credit, Iain Duncan Smith MP, for example, was adamant that having separate payments more generally would complicate the system and defeat its aim – to design Universal Credit around what the majority does, and then deal with isolated instances that differ (Smith, 2018). He also argued that basing Universal Credit on the household made it possible to understand all about the household and any problems they had.

Perhaps because problems with the single payment have been linked to domestic abuse, this seems to be seen officially as a minority issue, despite briefings from women’s organisations emphasising its relevance to facilitating more autonomy and more equal relationships (WBG, 2012). This narrow interpretation is supported by government spokespersons repeating a finding that only 7 per cent of cohabiting and 2 per cent of married couples had completely separate finances (Maplethorpe et al, 2010). But this statistic relates only to families with children, in which dealing with finances jointly may be more likely (Bennett, 2018); and even so, the Work and Pensions Committee (2018) noted that the same study showed only about half of married/cohabiting couples with children sharing and managing their finances completely jointly. In relation to domestic abuse, the government emphasised having specialists within Jobcentres, and referral arrangements, rather than the potential of alternative payment systems to lessen risk. It did undertake to monitor the more extensive arrangements planned by the Scottish government for separate payments for partners in couples. But the current Secretary of State says the UK government will not introduce separate payments by default (Coffey, 2019).

Conclusion

The UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, visiting the UK in 2018, reportedly said of recent UK ‘welfare reforms’:
‘There is a really remarkable gender dimension to many of the reforms […] If you got a group of misogynists together in a room and said “how can we make a system that works for men but not women?” they wouldn’t have come up with too many other ideas than what’s in place.’

Yet the then Minister for Employment asserted that ‘the welfare system treats individuals of all genders equally’ (House of Commons, 2019b).

This article, building on previous gender analysis of Universal Credit, has examined the ways in which joint claims from couples have been dealt with in official guidance, data, policy discussions, and research by or for the UK government. This forensic investigation has uncovered a persistent tendency to treat such claims as emanating from a ‘unitary household’ (Becker, 1981), rather than recognising the separate as well as joint interests and perspective of that household’s adult members (Bennett, 2013). In addition, it has revealed a failure to explore sufficiently the gendered dynamics and negotiations within couple households in relation to paid employment, caring responsibilities and the control and management of household finances (Griffiths et al, 2020).

This lack of attention to gender roles, relationships and inequalities is papering over some fundamental flaws in the design of Universal Credit, as well as contributing to its failure to achieve its own objectives. Even when key gender issues relevant to couples – such as domestic abuse – are addressed, the risk that features of Universal Credit may exacerbate these is not fully acknowledged or comprehensively addressed. And the managed migration pilot, with ‘legacy benefits’ claimants moved to Universal Credit, included no couples at all before it was suspended because of COVID-19 (House of Lords, 2020), making it hard to learn more.

Despite the employment focus of Universal Credit, and official analysis showing that additional hours of work will largely be contributed by mothers, there is also insufficient emphasis on how policy might facilitate this. In particular, while behaviour in relation to the labour market is seen as infinitely malleable, care preferences within couples (and indeed for lone parents) may be seen as fixed (see, for example, SSAC, 2018: 17). Yet it is clear from other countries (Lundqvist, 2017), and in the UK over time (Curtice et al, 2019), that gender norms and attitudes to the gendered division of labour can change.

A more nuanced gender analysis would assess the impact of the design and delivery of Universal Credit on gender roles and relationships, the financial autonomy of women and men, and gender inequalities within and outside the household, both at the time of the change and in the longer term (Veitch with Bennett, 2010). This article demonstrates that this is still very far from being achieved, at least insofar as official documents and government policy perspectives and impact evaluation are concerned.

Notes

1 https://revenuebenefits.org.uk/universal-credit/guidance/who-can-claim-universal-credit/live-service-areas/
2 https://revenuebenefits.org.uk/blog/universal-credit-managed-migration-pilot-suspended
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For example, see https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/universal-credit-detailed-information-for-claimants
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/benefits/universal-credit/
http://ucpp.dwp.gov.uk/universal-credit-preparation/
https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/joint-universal-credit-payments-for-couples

Thanks to Chris Johnston of the DWP for this clarification (August 2019).

See section on Funding.
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